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Statistics
An estimated 4,500,000
persons in the US alone
have Alzheimer’s disease
right now. The number of
Americans with
Alzheimer’s has more than
doubled since 1980. It is
currently incurable. This is
an Amyloid Disease

From 1995 through June
2002, a total of just 124
human cases of CJD
(Human version of Mad Cow
disease) were reported in
the “epidemic” area, the
United Kingdom, six in
France, and one case each
in Italy, Ireland, and the
United States. It is also
currently incurable. This is a
Prion Disease



What are some Amyloid
Diseases?

Alzheimer’s disease

Atrial Amyloidosis

Hereditary Renal
Amyloidosis

Secondary Systematic
Amyloidosis

Injection-Localized
Amyloidosis

http://www.ahaf.org/alzdis/about/cross_sectioncompareBorder.jpg



What are some Prion Diseases?

BSE- Mad Cow
Disease

Creutzfeldt-Jakob
Disease (CJD and
vCJD)

Chronic Wasting
Disease (CWD)

Scrapie

Kuru



On to New Guinea...
1950’s

The Fore people were getting a strange
disease

kuru-”trembling in fear”

traced to funeral ritual carried out by
women and children-cooking and eating dead
relatives

men almost never got it

when the rituals stopped the disease went
away



On to Frankfurt....

1907- Alois Alzheimer-German Physician

57-year old patient Auguste D. died after 5
years of unusual behavior and physical decline

plaques and tangles noted in her brain-iodine
staining and “starch-like” (amyloid).

disease was considered rare at the time!!



Q: What causes Amyloid  and Prion
Diseases?

A: Brain proteins become permanently
denatured and kill brain cells

DENATURED?



These diseases involve creation
of destructive fibril deposits:

What is a fibril?
Normal PrP or Amyloid Beta (ABeta
1-42) brain proteins may misfold
into a flat sheet structure that coil
around other  sheets

These fibrils are stable and
insoluble and can’t be easily
“recycled” like most badly folded
proteins (see cheese!)



 How do fibrils reproduce?
The abnormal forms can serve as
seeds

The misfolded proteins make
extended fiber structures by
“recruiting” other proteins

These fibrils are stable and
insoluble-in prion diseases this is
what you “catch”

Smaller parts may be the actual
toxic species

like your mother said “one bad
apple...”



 3D Structure of a Prion-SUP35!!

Note the
Cross beta sheet structure and
predict features...

Get the original pdf article at
www.chem.uwec.edu/Chem452_F05/Prio
n.pdf



Amyloids and Prions are alike...

Both AD and BSE agents show similar
reproduction of fibrils in the test tube.

Both agents cause similar symptoms (brain
inflammation) and adverse affects.



BUT, Amyloids and Prions are different too

 Prions are protein-only non-living infectious agents

 Prions are known to be infectious in their spreading to different
hosts, e.g.  CWD, BSE, kuru, etc…

 Amyloid diseases - not  thought to be infectious agents.



APP
How Does Aβ Go Bad?



How Does Aβ Go Bad?



>90%



Possible approaches to treating
Amyloid and Prion Diseases.

Physical blockage or aggregation inhibition of fibril
growth (by small molecules).

Damage Control of existing fibrils(?) (NSAIDs -- Non-
steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs, Statins). Strong
epidemiological evidence. May prevent initial deposit as
enzyme inhibitor (ibuprofen).

Effecting an immune response-Vaccine or antiserum

Alter production/clearance of protein (enzyme
inhibitors for secretases -ibuprofen?)

Symptomatic (anticholinergics)

Use it or lose it!



Possible approaches to treating
Amyloid and Prion Diseases.
Currently approved for AD

(Aricept)



Possible approaches to
treating Amyloid and Prion

Diseases.



How Would Physical Blockage work?

For example, Congo Red: a molecule that binds to and inhibits fibril growth.

Congo Red is an azo dye that was used as early as 1922 (by injection!) to
diagnose amyloid diseases

Some limited success has been seen in models using small blocking
molecules (Alzhemed for AD, in Phase III).

We have shown that Amphotericin B, and antifungal (an anti-prion?) drug
can stop fibril growth in AD model systems.



AD model system #1: Characterizing
fibrils •Congo Red binds to fibrils very

specifically.

•Absorbance at 540 nm can be
used to quantitate [fibril]
formation

•The Insulin Fibril system is a
proven amyloid model system.



AD model system #2: AD APP-fragment #25-35= GSNKGAIIGLM



NSAIDS (aspirin-like substances)



Vaccines?



Vaccines?



Use it or lose it



Hormones?



Conclusions and Prospects
AD and BSE have a fundamental similarity- both are caused by self-
propagating misfolded proteins which cause brain damage

One promising approach is developing small molecules which delay or
prevent this conversion or prevent inflammation

In truth, vaccination (active or passive) may be the best ultimate
means for a treatment

Until then improving therapies such as statins, anti-inflammatory
drugs, exercise and diet may make AD (and the very rare vCJD) a
managable chronic condition like HIV disease.

GOOD EARLY DIAGNOSTIC TEST DEVELOPMENT IS CRITICAL!!



Conclusions and Prospects
GOOD EARLY DIAGNOSTIC TEST DEVELOPMENT IS CRITICAL!!

Thioflavin T PET SCAN

Apo E4 Diagnostic test


